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1 IntroductionWith the advent of the web and increasingly more global interconnectivity, the necessity for onlinemultilingual information has increased signicantly in the last 5{10 years. This is accompaniedby a growing need for rapid construction of lexical resources. Creating resources by human laboralone has become infeasible, thus motivating the development of automatic and semi-automaticapproaches to resource acquisition. This paper addresses large-scale construction of a semantic hi-erarchy for Chinese verbs, including an approach to compensating for gaps in the existing resources.The lexicons resulting from our acquisition approach are used for semantic analysis in appli-cations such as machine translation and cross-language information retrieval. The importance ofsemantic analysis in either of these two applications is clear when one considers the degree ofinaccuracy that might result from using a weak alternative, such as access to a bilingual word list.Our starting point is an existing classication of English verbs called EVCA (English VerbsClasses and Alternations) [Levin, 1993]. We couple this with a Chinese conceptual database calledHowNet [Zhendong, 1988c, Zhendong, 1988b, Zhendong, 1988a] (http://www.how-net.com), fromwhich we extract thematic-role information (e.g., a mapping between the HowNet \Patient" and theEVCA-based \Th(eme)") to create links between Chinese concepts and English classes. HowNetcurrently contains no English translations; thus, we also use a large machine-readable Chinese-English dictionary called Optilex to produce candidate English translations.1 Although later ver-sions of HowNet are expected to include the English translations, these are not openly available|only the binary versions have been promised and these will be accessible solely through the useof (purchasable) HowNet software. Moreover, we expect our techniques to be generally applicableto other foreign language semantic hierarchies where English translations are not available. Wepredict this will occur more and more frequently, as online (non-bilingual) linguistic resources con-tinue to be made available in multiple languages. Thus, we see our approach to selecting candidatetranslations as an important one for addressing the more general problem of constructing large-scalemultilingual resources.Several researchers have investigated the problem of assigning class-based senses to verbs [Dorr, 1997],[Palmer and Rosenzweig, 1996], [Palmer and Wu, 1995] using a variety of online resources includ-ing Longman's Dictionary of Contemporary English (LDOCE) [Procter, 1978], EVCA [Levin, 1993],and WordNet [Miller and Fellbaum, 1991]. The work of [Nomura et al., 1994], [Saint-Dizier, 1996],[Jones et al., 1994] indicates that the translation of English classes into other languages is notstraightforward, but later work has shown that regularities between dierent language classica-tions is evident in online resources [Dang et al., 1998], [Dorr and Jones, 1999], [Olsen et al., 1998].This work extends the techniques described by [Palmer and Wu, 1995], which used a conceptspace to produce a hierarchical organization of Chinese verbs. The extensions include: (1) The useof the entire EVCA database rather than a small set of verbs (the break class); (2) The provisionof a thematic-role based lter for a more rened version of verb-class assignments. Later work by[Dang et al., 1998] uses an intersective-class technique that partitions English verbs into renedclasses using WordNet as a conceptual basis. We adopt a technique that is similar in avor tothis approach, with the following extensions: (1) Concept alignment across two dierent languagehierarchies (Chinese and English) rather than one; (2) Mappings between Chinese and Englishthematic-role specications.The EVCA classes used in this work relies on extensions by [Dorr, 1997] and [Dorr and Jones, 1999]to a ner-grained set of semantic classes, including 26 new classes. There are 500 total classes in theextended set, each hand-tagged semantic representations and thematic-role specications. Mapping1Optilex is a large (600k entries) machine-readable version of the CETA Chinese-English dictionary, licensed fromthe MRM corporation, Kensington, MD. 1
Figure 1: MT and CLIR Applications that use Multilingual ResourcesEnglish thematic roles to their Chinese counterparts is the primary aid in selecting the appropriateentry in EVCA. We will demonstrate that it is possible to produce a lexicon by associating 709Chinese HowNet concepts with 500 EVCA classes, with a clear concept-to-class correspondence ina large majority of the cases.2 We will describe how this correspondence is extracted and we willshow how this process has provided a framework for compensating for gaps in our online resources.2 Multilingual ApplicationsThe semantic representations produced semi-automatically for our multilingual resources are usedin machine translation (MT) and cross-language information retrieval (CLIR) applications; seeFigure 1. Both applications rely on the use of a parser for mapping the input sentence into asyntactic tree. We currently use an in-house parser called REAP [Weinberg et al., 1995], whichwill be replaced this year by a parameterized parser called Minipar [Lin, 1998]. Minipar producesEnglish parse trees on a large scale, and Chinese on smaller scale; one of the benets of this parseris its ease of portability to new languages.Both applications operate in the Chinese-English direction. The parser output is semanticallyanalyzed, producing an encoding of semantic and argument-structure information called lexicalconceptual structure (LCS) [Dorr, 1997].The MT approach is interlingual, adhering to a graph-matching scheme, where the target-language lexicon is searched for appropriate lexical items matching the LCS representation. Themost recent version of the generator is called Oxygen, a variant of Nitrogen [Langkilde and Knight, 1998a,Langkilde and Knight, 1998b, Langkilde and Knight, 1998c] which uses our own linearizer imple-2HowNet contains 815 verb concepts altogether. However, we are not including the 106 concepts that are notassociated with any Chinese words; these are \higher level" conceptual nodes with no Chinese realization (e.g., V.1jstaticj). 2
Figure 2: Translation of a Chinese sentence into English
3
mented in lisp with Nitrogen's statistical extraction module and Nitrogen's morphological gener-ation engine. Thematic-role specications and their use in generation of natural-language trans-lations are described in [Dorr et al., 1998] as a component of a precursor to the Oxygen system.The English output is produced by means of two steps: lexical selection and syntactic realization.Lexical selection involves a comparison between LCS components and abstract LCS frames associ-ated with words in an English lexicon. Syntactic realization re-casts LCS-based thematic roles asrelations in an an unordered tree where the root is a concept and each child is linked by a relation.A screen snapshot of an MT example is shown in Figure 2. This translation is considerablybetter than its literal equivalent: Our Foreign Economic Trade Ministry spokesperson lodge sternprotest .The CLIR approach relies on the same interlingual representation used for machine translationto transform a user's query into the document language for information retrieval. Query translationinvolves a structural match of the query against a database of LCS structures, built from a thematichierarchy. A \bag of words" is then produced as input to a conventional information retrievalengine. For additional details about the use of semantic representations in the CLIR system, see[Dorr and Katsova, 1998], [Dorr et al., 2000].During the process of mapping the LCS representation into the target language, thematic rolesfacilitate the selection of appropriate target-language words. For example, the Chinese verb (la)corresponds to a wide range of English translations|even if we examine only the verb translations:slash, cut , chat , pull , drag , transport , move, raise, help, implicate, involve, defecate, pressgang .3Our approach provides a framework for disambiguation of such cases. Certain of these possibilities|transport and move|are analyzed as one conceptual representation (e.g., [Cause (W, [GOLoc (X,[FROMLoc (X, Y)], [TOLoc (X, Z)])])]) with thematic roles (agent,theme,goal,source)). Otherpossibilities|help|are analyzed as dierent conceptual representation (e.g., [Cause (W, [GOIdent(X, [TOWARDIdent (X, HELPED)], [WITHPoss (Z)])])] with thematic roles (agent,theme,mod-poss)).We now turn to the construction of multilingual resources for these applications using theHowNet Conceptual Database.3 HowNet Conceptual DatabaseHowNet is an on-line conceptual common-sense knowledge base that contains hierarchical informa-tion relating concepts to the associated Chinese word. Our focus is on the verb hierarchy, whichhas the structure shown in Figure 3.The number labels given here are our own; we use these for indicating the level of each conceptin the HowNet database. Note that the highest two concepts in the verb hierarchy are \static"(V.1) and \act" (V.2). These correspond, respectively, to verbs such as (become under the\static" node V.1.1.1) and (start under the \act" node V.2.1.1). The levels go much deeperthan these, with the lowest ones at 8 levels deep, e.g., V.1.2.1.6.3.3.1.15 itch.Associated with each HowNet concept is a thematic-role specication. For example, the verb\cure" has the thematic-role specication (agent,patient,content,tool). Consider the sentenceThe doctor cured the man of pneumonia using antibiotics . The roles in the specication have thefollowing binding, respectively, for this sentence : doctor , man, pneumonia, antibiotics .4 The3The ambiguity in the word (la) can often be resolved if it is combined with other characters. For example,(la che) unambiguously means pull a cart . However, since object dropping is a frequently phenomenon inChinese, it is not uncommon for verbs like 'la' to appear without an argument that easily disambiguates the word.Thus, our approach must allow for multiple possibilities in the lexicon.4Thematic-role specications and their use in generation of natural-language translations are described further in4
V.1 jstaticj V.2 jactj V.2.4 jAlterStatejV.1.1 jrelationj V.2.1 jActGeneralj V.2.4.1 jAlterPhysicaljV.1.1.1 jisaj V.2.1.1 jstartj V.2.4.2 jAlterStateNormaljV.1.1.2 jpossessionj V.2.1.2 jdoj V.2.4.3 jAlterStateGoodjV.1.1.3 jcomparisonj V.2.1.3 jDoNotj V.2.4.4 jAlterQuantityjV.1.1.4 jsuitj V.2.1.4 jCeasej V.2.4.5 jAlterStateBadjV.1.1.5 jinclusivej V.2.1.5 jWaitj V.2.4.6 jAlterMentaljV.1.1.6 jconnectivej V.2.2 jActSpecicj V.2.5 jAlterAttributej:V.1.1.7 jCauseResultj V.2.2.1 jAlterGeneralj V.2.5.1 jMakeHigherjV.1.1.8 jTimeOrSpacej V.2.2.2 jAlterSpecicj V.2.5.2 jMakeLowerjV.1.1.9 jarithmeticj V.2.3 jAlterRelationj V.2.5.3 jAlterAppearancejV.1.2 jstatej V.2.3.1 jAlterIsaj V.2.5.4 jAlterMeasurementjV.1.2.1 jStatePhysicalj V.2.3.2 jAlterPossessionj V.2.5.5 jAlterPropertyjV.1.2.2 jStateMentalj V.2.3.3 jAlterComparisonj V.2.6 jMakeActj:V.2.3.4 jAlterFitnessj V.2.6.1 jCauseToDojV.2.3.5 jAlterInclusionj V.2.6.2 jCauseNotToDojV.2.3.6 jAlterConnectionj V.2.6.3 jusejV.2.3.7 jAlterCauseResultjV.2.3.8 jAlterLocationjV.2.3.9 jAlterTimePositionjFigure 3: HowNet Verb Hierarchythematic-role specications are used for prioritizing candidate HowNet-EVCA associations, as willbe described below.4 Mapping Between Chinese HowNet and English EVCAThe mapping between Chinese HowNet and English EVCA involves three steps:(1) Produce all possible English Optilex glosses (translations) for all 12342 Chinese verbs inHowNet and associate each of the resulting 41,324 Chinese-English pairs with one or more ofthe 709 HowNet concepts.Example: The multiply ambiguous Chinese verb (la) has several dierent Optilex glosses(slash, cut , chat , pull , drag , transport , move, raise, help, implicate, involve, defecate, press-gang) and is associated with multiple HowNet concepts: jTransportj, jAttractj, jExcretej,jForcej, jHelpj, jIncludej, jPullj, jRecreationj, and jTalkj.(2) Associate each verb-to-concept candidate with one or more of the 500 EVCA classes|formingan average of 2 thousand verb-to-class entries per HowNet concept (on the order of 1 millionverb-to-class candidates, total).Example: The Chinese verb (la) is associated with 22 EVCA classes: Admire (31.2.b,implicate, involve); Amuse (31.1.b, transport , move, cut ; Braid (41.2.2, cut); Breathe (40.1.2,defecate); Build (26.1.a, cut); Carry (11.4.i, carry, pull, drag); Chitchat (37.6.a, chat); Crane(40.3.2, raise); Cut (21.1.a, slash, cut); Cut (21.1.d, cut); Equip (13.4.2, help); Force (12.a.ii,pull); Get (13.5.1.a, pull); Grow (26.2.a.ii, raise); Hurt (40.8.3, pull, cut); Meander (47.7.a,cut); Play (009, pawn); Put (9.4.a, raise); Search (35.2.a, drag); Send (11.1, smuggle, transport,ship, convey); Send Slide (11.2.b, move); Split (23.2.b, cut, pull).[Dorr et al., 1998]. 5
(3) For each HowNet concept, partition the associated Chinese-English pairs into groups whoseEnglish glosses correspond to EVCA classes. This requires three steps:a. Order the candidate EVCA classes so that the highest-ranking classes are those thatcontain the highest number of English verbs matching the Optilex glosses.b. In cases where a tie-breaker is needed, reorder the candidate EVCA classes according tothe degree to which the thematic-role specication in HowNet concept matches that ofEVCA class. The matching procedure relies on correlations derived from approximately200 seed mappings. A subset of these mappings are shown in Figure 4.5c. For each Chinese-English entry associated with the HowNet concept, assign the highestranking candidate EVCA class.Example: Two of the HowNet concepts associated with the multiply ambiguous Chinese verb(la) are jHelpj and jTransportj. The thematic-role specication associated with jHelpjis (agent,patient,scope) (as in John helped him with his work). This specication mostclosely matches that of Equip EVCA Class (where (la) is translated as help) which has thespecication _ag_th,mod-poss(with); thus, the jHelpj HowNet concept is associated withthe Equip EVCA Class, and the mapping between the two is (agent->ag), (patient->th),(scope->mod-poss).On the other hand, the jTransportjHowNet concept is associated with the thematic-role spec-ication (agent,patient,LocationIni,LocationFin,direction) (as in John transportedthe goods from Boston to New York (westward)). This specication most closely matchesthat of the Send EVCA Class (where (la) is translated as transport); thus, the jTransportjHowNet concept is associated with the Send EVCA class, and the mapping between the twois (agent->ag),(patient->th),(LocationIni->src), (LocationFin->goal).The end result is that the English glosses associated with (la) are ltered down to help inthe Equip semantic class and transport in the Send semantic class; the corresponding semanticrepresentations (LCS's) are assigned from the EVCA database.The process of associating EVCA classes with Chinese verbs relies on a massive ltering ofspurious class assignments. For example, the jEstablishj HowNet concept is ultimately associatedwith only two EVCA classes, 29.2.c and 26.4.a (Characterize and Create), but it initially had 29potential EVCA class assignments. One example of an EVCA class that was ruled out is theChange of State class, 45.4.a, associated with the Optilex translation colonize for the Chinese verb. (zhimin) Although this is a perfectly valid EVCA class assignment for the HowNet conceptjColonizej, it is not appropriate for the jEstablishj HowNet concept. Because this class is ranked 8thfor jEstablishj|as opposed to 1st and 2nd place ranking for 29.2.c and 26.4.a, respectively|thisassignment is ruled out by our algorithm.5 Preliminary ResultsThe histogram in Figure 5 characterizes the number of EVCA classes required for coverage of 709HowNet concepts. The majority of HowNet concepts are covered by 1-4 EVCA classes, although5The seed mappings were done by hand at a rate of approximately 50 mappings per hour; these were veried bya native Chinese speaker in a half day. 6
Hownet EVCA/LCS-Based RolesRoles ag th exp goal src perc loc info pred prop Instr Poss Pred Purp Loc Benagent 278 77 32 1 2 3 0 0 0 0 4 7 0 11 0 4beneciary 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4cause 0 0 0 1 0 4 0 0 1 6 4 7 1 11 0 0content 0 31 1 2 2 14 0 20 3 6 3 0 1 3 0 1contrast 0 2 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0experiencer 13 32 33 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0isa 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0location 0 1 0 1 0 0 6 0 0 1 2 0 0 0 2 0manner 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0partner 0 2 0 0 3 3 0 0 0 0 0 11 0 0 0 0partof 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0patient 0 122 7 7 0 8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0possession 0 28 0 0 1 2 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 0purpose 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0range 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0relevant 15 4 4 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0result 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0scope 0 1 0 0 0 2 1 0 0 0 1 2 3 0 0 0source 0 4 0 0 16 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 1target 0 7 12 27 1 17 0 0 0 3 0 2 0 0 1 1ContentProduct 0 9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0LocationFin 0 0 0 31 0 0 8 0 1 0 0 2 2 0 8 1LocationIni 0 0 0 0 24 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0StateFin 0 0 0 5 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0StateIni 0 0 0 0 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0Figure 4: Seed Table for mapping HowNet Roles into EVCA Rolesa small number of concepts are represented by as many as 22. These numbers correspond to 8089EVCA-classied Chinese entries; about 43% of the number of potential entries. The remaining10441 entries are accounted for through the use of an approach to compensating for resourcedeciencies (e.g., the lack of Optilex translations for certain Chinese verbs). Section 7 provides therened results based on this approach.6 Compensating for Resource DecienciesAs part of our eort to produce a complete alignment between HowNet and EVCA, we built anEVCA-based canonical entry for each of the 709 HowNet concepts so that we could compensate forcertain types of resource deciencies. The canonical entry is specied as an EVCA class coupledwith its associated prototype verb. This entry was automatically generated according to the highestranking EVCA class using steps 3.a and 3.b in Section 2. Each canonical entry was hand-veried (ata rate of 80 per hour for 709 classes). In most cases, prototype word names the HowNet concept,e.g., transport for the jTransportj HowNet concept. In other cases|where the HowNet conceptis not an English word|the prototype word is a realization of that concept, e.g., belittle for thejPlayDownj HowNet concept. A sample of the canonical entries is given in Figure 6.We use these canonical entries to compensate for any gaps that arise in our three online re-sources: (1) EVCA, (2) Optilex, and (3) HowNet. We will describe each of these, in turn.6.1 EVCA GapsAn EVCA gap is detected when an Optilex verb does not occur in EVCA. When this occurs,the canonical entry is automatically used as the appropriate EVCA classication for the verb.7
EVCA: 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22HowNet: 4 111 147 123 104 64 49 31 22 18 11 10 5 4 2 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1Figure 5: Distribution of HowNet Concepts by Number of Intersecting EVCA ClassesHowNet Concept Canonical EntryjTransportj 11.1 Send, transportjBeNotj 22.2.a Amalgamate, opposejHelpj 13.4.2 Equip, helpjMoistenj 45.4.a Change of State, facilitatejExcretej 40.1.2 Breathe, bleedjApologizej 32.2.a Long, apologizejPlayDownj 33.b Judgment, belittlejNamingj 29.3 Dub, namejChoosej 29.2.c, choosejAnnouncej 37.7.b Say, announcejMeanj 37.7.a Say, signifyjCommunicatej 37.9.c Advise informFigure 6: Sample of Canonical Entries for Filling Resource Gaps8
For example, one Optilex gloss associated with HowNet concept jEstablishj (for the verb(chongjian)) is reconstruct , which does not occur in EVCA. This is a case where the canonicalentry (29.2.c Characterize, establish) is associated with the verb.An interesting byproduct of the handling of EVCA gaps is that it allows us to enhance ourEVCA resource. For example the verb reconstruct can now be added to Class 29.2.c and the LCSassociated with the verb establish can then be linked to this Chinese verb.6.2 Optilex GapsAn Optilex gap occurs when a particular translation for a Chinese verb is missing. For example, inOptilex has only one Optilex gloss: manipulate. However, the word (baibu) is associatedwith two HowNet concepts, jDecoratej and jControlj. This gloss is only appropriate for the jControljconcept. The decorate meaning of (baibu) is omitted in Optilex.Such gaps are detected by means of two types of information: (1) HowNet and EVCA semantic-role specications; (2) correlations between the gloss under question and other HowNet concepts. Inthis particular example, the semantic-role specication formanipulate in EVCA is (ag,exp,instr),which is ranked low (11th out of 28) with respect to the HowNet specication (agent,patient) inthe jDecoratej class. By contrast, this same EVCA class has a high ranking (2nd out of 22) in thejControlj concept due to a close match between (ag,exp,instr) and the HowNet semantic-rolespecication (agent,patient,ResultEvent). In addition, the correlation of the gloss manipulateis much higher for the jControlj concept than it is for the jDecoratej concept (4 occurrences com-pared to 0). From these two types of information, we can conclude that the decorate sense of(baibu) is missing from Optilex. As in the case with EVCA gaps, the canonical entry (9.8.b Fill,decorate) is associated with the Chinese verb to compensate for this Optilex gap.In addition to their usefulness in handling of gaps in our lexical resources, the canonical entriesproved useful for assigning EVCA classes to Chinese verbs whose Optilex gloss was not \parsable"by our gloss extraction procedure. For example, the Chinese verb (aida) has only a singleOptilex translation: take a beating . This verb is associated with the HowNet concept jSuerj, whichhas as its canonical entry (31.3.d Marvel, suer). Thus, the canonical entry was assigned to thisverb.A similar approach is used for unknown or misspelled words. For example, the translation of(shusong) as in Optilex is misspelled as tranport . Because this verb occurs in the jTransportjclass, the canonical entry (11.1 Send, transport) was assigned to this verb.6.3 HowNet GapsIn some cases, the HowNet classication incorrectly associates a Chinese word with a particularconcept. For example, HowNet incorrectly associates the two Chinese verbs (zhahua) and(xiuhua) with jDecoratej. These two verbs are translated as embroider in EVCA class 26.1.b(Build), but their meaning is closer to sew owers . That is, the patient is incorporated into theverb, which means the semantic-role specication _ag_th_goal(into),ben(for) does not matchthat of the HowNet concept (agent,possession,source).Discrepancies in HowNet are detected by means of frequency within the class. Out of the 17entries associated with the jDecoratej concept, only two of them (the two misclassed Chinese verbs)are associated with an EVCA class that is not 9.9 or 9.8. As in the gap-recovery described ap-proaches above, the misclassed verbs are associated with the canonical entry (9.8.b Fill, decorate).66Ultimately, the misclassed verbs should be disassociated from the HowNet concept, but there is currently no wayto tease apart such cases from the Optilex gaps. Thus, the two are treated identically.9
EVCA: 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22HowNet: 2 84 143 132 116 64 56 32 24 18 9 14 3 6 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1Figure 7: Revised Distribution of HowNet Concepts by Number of Intersecting EVCA Classes usingCanonical Entries7 Revised ResultsUsing the canonical entries, we have achieved a more rened EVCA-to-HowNet mapping, providingan increase EVCA-classied Chinese words from the previous 8089 entries to the current expandedset of 17284 EVCA-classifed Chinese words. Figure 7 shows that adding new words has not degradedthe degree of partitioning.Examples of the HowNet partitionings into EVCA classes are given in Figure 8, with a focuson the cases where 1 partition was found. Percentages are given with respect to the number ofChinese verbs associated with each EVCA class.We consider the approach to be a success for several reasons: (1) In 359 cases (50% of theHowNet concepts), the partitioning corresponded to 3 or fewer EVCA classes; (2) Most conceptswith 2 or more partitions had a very heavy association with a single EVCA class (60% or higher),with most other partitions falling around 20% or lower; (3) Only 2 cases did not correspond to anyEVCA class (i.e., degenerate concepts for which no correlations with EVCA could be found); (4)There were virtually no partitionings (a handful of single HowNet concepts) exceeding 13 EVCAclasses.8 Summary and Future WorkWe have presented an approach to aligning two large-scale online resources, HowNet and EVCA.The lexicon resulting from this approach is large-scale, containing 18530 Chinese entries. The10
HowNet Concept EVCA Class(es)jTransportj 11.1 Send (100%)jBeNotj 22.2.a Amalgamate (100%)jHelpj 13.4.2 Equip (100%)jMoistenj 45.4.a Change of State (100%)jExcretej 40.1.2 Breathe (100%)jApologizej 32.2.a Long (100%)jPlayDownj 33.b Judgment (89%), 31.2.c Admire (11%)jNamingj 29.3 Dub (70%), 37.3.b Speaking (30%)jChoosej 29.2.c Characterize (99%), 30.2.a.ii Sight (1%)jAnnouncej 37.7.b Say (92%), 48.1.1.a Appear (6%), 45.4.a Change of State (2%)jMeanj 37.7.a Say (83%), 29.2.d Characterize (9%), 25.4 Transcribe (4%), 47.8.bContiguous Location (4%)jCommunicatej 37.9.c Advise (64%), 22.1.b Mix (9%), 9.2.ii Put (9%), 36.1.c Correspond(9%), 45.4.a Change of State (9%)Figure 8: Examples of HowNet Partitionings with Respect to EVCAtechnique for producing these links involves matching semantic-role specications in HowNet withthose in EVCA. Our results indicate that the correspondence is very high between the 709 ChineseHowNet concepts and the 500 EVCA classes. Because each Chinese-English link is additionallyassociated with a lexical conceptual structure, we see this resource as the rst step toward producinga general repository for interlingual-based NLP applications.We are currently investigating the use of the lexicon for word-sense disambiguation in machine-translation and cross-language information retrieval. As we saw above the Chinese verb (la) hasseveral possible translations, but not all of these will be appropriate in every context. If we candetermine which HowNet concept corresponds to (la), then we will translate it appropriately.For example, if the HowNet concept is jTransportj, the translation would be ship or transport , butnot slash, chat , implicate, etc. We can detect which HowNet concept is appropriate by examiningthe other words in the sentence. If those words co-occur with other Chinese verbs associated witha particular HowNet concept (as determined through a corpus analysis), then it is likely that thatHowNet concept is the appropriate one for the Chinese verb. That is, if we nd other verbs from agiven HowNet concept occurring in the same context, then we can hypothesize that this particularverb has the meaning of this HowNet concept.The algorithm for mapping between HowNet concepts and EVCA classes requires a \training"step|i.e., the seed mappings given earlier. However, it is possible to produce a ranked mappingbetween semantic-role specications by counting correspondences between EVCA-based roles andthe HowNet-based roles across the entire concept space. This approach is also currently underinvestigation.Another area of investigation is the use of aWordNet-based distance metric (e.g., the information-content approach of [Resnik, 1995]) for additional pruning power in the HowNet-to-EVCA align-ment. Because each of the entries in the EVCA classication is associated with a WordNet senseWordNet [Miller and Fellbaum, 1991], it is possible to rule out certain class assignments for a givenHowNet concept by examining semantic distance between the Optilex glosses for a particular Chi-nese word and the glosses for other words associated with that concept.11
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